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 ATACAMA 4 HEAD
WIDE BELT SANDER

MODEL

1350C-R-R-RC



4 Independent working units

CROSS BELT | ROLLER | ROLLER | POLISHING ROLLER
FEATURES
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The mechanical detection
system is highly efficient

Independent modular groups (1) Cross Belt (2) Longitudinal Belt (1) Polishing Roller

Working pieces detecting ESP system

Longitudinal sanding belt with internally running pressure segment belt

Enjoy the convenience of an intuitive and user-friendly interface. Easily toggle through

features with simple icons and conversational commands.

Clean System with
rotary air jet blowers

The Longitudinal sanding belt
combined with the ESP system
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Longitudinal Sanding Belt System:

Electric cabinet on the front side of the machine, includes a main switch.

Push button and control panel at same side of sanding belt insertion. 

Electric cabinet built by standard CE rules UL approved

Our ground-breaking Electromagnetic Sanding Pad (ESP) system automatically adjusts

sanding pressure to ensure accuracy and precision, while the sanding belt allows for perfect

longitudinal sanding. 

Longitudinal sanding belt with internally running pressure segment belt

Working system moves UP& DOWN

Maximum speed 13m/min (inverter)

PRODUCT DETAILS
Cross Sanding Belt System:

Electric Cabinet

Polishing Roller System:

Our working unit is designed to deliver superior results with its Cross Sanding Belt System

and Electromagnetic Sanding Pad (ESP) system.

Our cross-sanding technology ensures that no particles are left behind, so you get an even

finish that looks and feels flawless.

Our roller head is designed to eliminate brush and roller marks and create a smooth, even

surface with a lacquered finish. Polishing roller is an easy-to-use solution for achieving

professional results on any project.
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Get a perfect finish every time with sander's revolutionary ATACAMA wide belt sander. The Electromagnetic
Sanding Pad (ESP) system ensures smooth and uniform sanding, while the adjustable speed control allows
you to customize your setting for any kind of woodworking project. Achieve high gloss finishes on even the
highest-class wooden furniture, doors, and cabinets with this intuitive, powerful sander. Make sanding fast,
easy, and effortless!
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All machines are supplied with the appropriate CSA or Electrical Safety Authority approvals. Any modifications that are required as a result of local or
provincial inspection programs are the responsibility of the purchaser. Price quoted is based on current rate of exchange and is subject to
adjustment to prevailing rate at time of payment. Machine understood to be subject to stock prior to sale. We reserve the right to correct any
typographic, pictorial and pricing errors without notice.

ATACAMA 4 HEAD 1350C-R-R-R
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    Working width                                                                                                            40 - 1350 mm               

    Working thickness                                                                                                    2.5 - 100 mm                
    Working table height                                                                                                900 mm              
    Min working length                                                                                                   490 mm              
    Electromagnetic pressure blocks qty                                                                      66                
    Abrasive belt grit                                                                                                     #400, #400, #600               
    Polishing roller grit                                                                                                  #1200, #1500
    Feeding speed                                                                                                          0 - 19 m/min (inverter)               
    Cross belt speed (w/internally running pressure segment belt)                          Max 14 m/min (inverter)             
    Longitudinal belt speed                                                                                           Max 13 m/min (inverter)
    Longitudinal belt speed (w/internally running pressure segment belt)               Max 13 m/min (inverter)
    Cross belt size                                                                                                         150 x 5000 mm                
    Cross-internally running pressure segment belt size                                           140 x 4550 mm
    Longitudinal belt size                                                                                              1380 x 2750 mm                
    Longitudinal running pressure segment belt size                                                 1400 x 1900 mm           
    Feeding belt size                                                                                                      1360 x 8350 mm                
    Cross belt motor                                                                                                      15 kW - 4p                
    Longitudinal belt motor (L)                                                                                     15 kW - 4p                
    Longitudinal belt motor(w/internally running pressure segment belt) (LF)        15 kW - 4p                
    Polishing roller motor                                                                                              4 kW - 6p                
    Polishing roller oscillating motor                                                                            0.37 kW - 4p              
    Feeding motor                                                                                                          4 kW (inverter)              
    Lifting motor                                                                                                             1.1 kW - 4p         
    Brush roller motor                                                                                                    0.26 kW - 6p (2pcs )
    Total motor power                                                                                                    54.97 kW                
    Working pressure                                                                                                     0.4 - 0.8 Mpa                
    Compressed air consumption                                                                                  <1 CBM/min                
    Average speed of dust collector                                                                              >30m/s                
    Dust outlets diameter                                                                                              Ø150 x 12                
    Vacuum fans outlet diameter                                                                                  Ø150 x 1                
    Overall dimension                                                                                                 4400 x 2040 x 2260 mm
    Weight                                                                                                                   About 10000 kg              


